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Company Website Description 

ABT Deutschland GmbH https://www.abt-deutschland.de/de/ 

ABT Germany is part of Oosterhoff bringing together nine companies in 
Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium with a total of 500 employees 
with expertise in various specialist disciplines. ABT Germany specialises 
in Engineering Equipment, Structural Design & Building Envelope 
Engineering 

Angel Engine e.V.  https://www.angel-engine.de/#Engine 

Angel Engine e.V. is the proactive business angel network in the 
Düsseldorf economic area and beyond. Angel Engine promotes and 
supports ambitious founders - in the development of sustainable 
business models. 

Architekturbüro Dirk Graunke  
https://www.aknw.de/berufspraxis/architektens
uche/online-
architektenliste/details/profil/31768 

Architect 

BfB Büro für Bauberatung GmbH https://www.bfb-bürofürbauberatung.de/ 

Architects, specialist engineers, building physicists, auditors - these are 
just a few examples of stakeholders that will significantly advance a 
project in terms of sustainability, efficiency and profitability. Under the 
umbrella of the BfB Büro für Bauberatung GmbH, the company brings 
together specialists who fully contribute their experience and consulting 
skills to a project. 

Deutsch-Niederländische 
Handelskammer 

https://www.dnhk.org/ 

When it comes to business relationships and market development in the 
neighboring country, the German-Dutch Chamber of Commerce is the 
first point of contact. Together with the company, we find the 
appropriate strategy for a tailor-made market presence. We provide 
business contacts and personnel in the neighboring country, draw up 
contracts, advise on company formations and support our customers 
with payroll accounting and fiscal representation. Companies can 
therefore contact the Chamber of Commerce with almost any question - 
even if they are already active in the neighboring country. 

https://www.abt-deutschland.de/de/
https://www.angel-engine.de/#Engine
https://www.aknw.de/berufspraxis/architektensuche/online-architektenliste/details/profil/31768
https://www.aknw.de/berufspraxis/architektensuche/online-architektenliste/details/profil/31768
https://www.aknw.de/berufspraxis/architektensuche/online-architektenliste/details/profil/31768
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Company Website Description 

ELK Elektronische Systeme und 
Softwaretechnik GmbH 

https://www.elk.de/de/ 

ELKs focus lays on the development of electronic components and 
software for industry, medicine and measurement technology. The 
solutions are tailor-made for the specific tasks of customers. 

elumico GmbH https://www.elumico.com/ 

With professional property and lighting planners, elumico  is active in 
the field of exclusive or project-related planning of  lighting concepts for 
existing or new buildings. Using modern light planning programs, 
elumico creates  individual lighting concept according to current 
standards and beyond. 

Gera Chemie GmbH https://gera-chemie.de 

We manufacture and supply products specifically for flooring 
applications. Our best-sellers include screed admixtures, PE construction 
sheeting, impact sound insulation sheeting and edge insulation strips 
and accessories. 

IHK Mittlerer Niederrhein 
https://mittlerer-
niederrhein.ihk.de/de/international/index.html 

The Chamber of Commerce (IHK) helps companies to establish 
international business relationships, provides information about 
markets and customers, arranges contacts and networks. It organizes 
business trips, offers individual advice and organises workshops on the 
culture and economy of high-growth countries.  

Ingenieurbüro EUKON https://eukon.de/ 

The engineering office EUKON creates holistic concepts for the efficient 
use of energy and resources. Customers are companies, public clients 
and private households. EUKON deals with all questions relating to 
energy- and cost-conscious building technology. Planning, advisory, 
implementation and accompanying projects from analysis to 
certification. 
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Interface Deutschland GmbH https://www.interface.com/EU/de-DE.html 

Interface is a world leader in the manufacture of textile, modular and 
resilient floor coverings such as Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT) and nora® 
rubber floor coverings. The company is  known for pushing boundaries 
and innovating in the fields of biomimicry and recycling. Interface even 
moves further and develops products that go beyond carbon neutrality 
into carbon negativity. 

Laarakkers GmbH https://laarakkers.de/  

The family company Laarakkers was founded in 1945 and has since 
grown into a renowned and well-known company in the construction 
and real estate industry. Laarakkers specialises in demolition, 
excavation, pollutant remediation, soil and building material recycling 
and land development. 

MBS GmbH https://www.mbs-solutions.de/ 

With its hardware and software, MBS has been one of the innovators in 
industrial and building automation for over 30 years and supports its 
customers in solving their technical requirements. 
With its gateway product platform, MBS offers its customers and 
partners exceptional versatility and flexibility for adapting to changing 
requirements - this advantage leads to particularly low total costs. MBS 
also offers all-round service, tailor-made software and hardware 
development, OEM products, consulting, training and support as well as 
on-site commissioning. 

New AG https://new.de 

As part of the Lower Rhine, NEW feels responsible for the quality of life 
in the region and closely connected to the people. We are facing the 
growing challenges in the energy market and is breaking new ground. 
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N-Level https://nlevel.de 

Inverter- and battery systems for Charging Infrastructure and the Grid. 
We do what we can do best: Implementing the N-Level technology in as 
many areas as possible at the same time. Therefore we are providing 
our technology and consultation to companies worldwide and work 
together and license our core technology to our collaborators. 

Rebel Deutschland GmbH 
https://www.rebelgroup.com/de/Niederlassung
en/deutschland/ 

Rebel Germany works in many areas of the public sector: classic 
infrastructure, (smart) mobility, renewable energies, climate-friendly 
transport solutions, adaptation to climate change, area development 
and real estate, circular economy and other current and future topics 
that move society. 

Schamong GmbH & Co.KG https://schamong.com 

SCHAMONG is Cologne's oldest roastery. For over 70 years, we have 
dedicated ourselves daily to the task of roasting coffee of the best 
quality, traditionally by hand. As a member of the German Roasters' 
Guild, we are committed to buying only green coffee at fair prices and 
the highest quality. 

Soliterm Group, Aachen https://solitermgroup.com/  

We design, manufacture, install and maintain industrial-grade turnkey 
high temperature solar powered energy systems for cooling, process 
steam, heating, electricity generation and desalination based on our 
proprietary parabolic trough collector (PTC) technology. 

The Colony - New Urban Living - 
Holding GmbH 

https://the-colony.de 
We do not see problems, we see potentialities... and develop successful, 
sustainable ideas and concepts where they are needed. 
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Your support contacts: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benno Weißner – ZENIT GmbH                  Simon Jenniches – KREFELD BUSINESS 

 

        E-Mail: bw@zenit.de                  E-Mail: simon.jenniches@krefeld-business.de 
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